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STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY EXPLAINED 
& HOW TO MAKE YOUR FIRST $1,000

STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE DYNAMICS OF THE INDUSTRY

The world of stock photography revolves around the use of imagery in branding, adverts, mar-
keting and conveying of messages in a multitude of forms, both print and digital. Arguably, two 
thirds of all imagery that you see around you are sourced from avenues that deal in such stock 
imagery. 

Stock images refer to those which have been shot by photographers, working not directly under 
any form of contract but solely on his/her own impetus in order to cater to a demand for such 
imagery. Stock photographers are, thus, not working under direct commission by any business. They are independent professionals, often full-fledged businesses that produce stock images 
throughout the year.

Stock buyers, on the other hand, include advertising agencies, marketing and PR agencies, publi-cations (both books and periodicals, online as well as offline), educational institutions, business-
es, websites, blogs, and so on. Basically, anybody who needs images of any kind for any project to 
convey a message, do brand building, prepare marketing brochures, catalogs and other material, 
prepare reports, slides, and books, etc. look for stock images. 

ADVANTAGES AND  
DISADVANTAGES OF STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

There are many advantages and disadvantages in this emotionally unattached arrangement. 
Stock images are ready to be downloaded in different sizes and formats, available for use just 
like traditional off-the-shelf products. Businesses can use these photos free of all procedural and 
administrative hassles that go into hiring a photographer, explaining the concept, overseeing the 
shoot and getting them ready on a need-to basis. The lavishness of investment that is otherwise 
required for producing these few, often only one, images is no longer a necessity. 

Businesses looking for just the imagery sans the procedural and legal routine can do massive cost 
cutting due to this outsourced arrangement. Freelance photographers, to their advantage, can 
spend a few hours every week to make stock imagery and thereby make a nice, steady residual 
income. Thus, images produced by someone shooting with an entry level camera in Dhaka may 
be relevant to a business halfway across the world in Copenhagen. Thanks to the all-encompass-
ing reach of the Internet, images produced around the globe are relevant to a global audience.On the flip side, however, and when we add in the dynamics brought forth by Internet, it has become tougher to maintain a higher profit-to-investment ratio for a full-time photographer en-
gaged in stock photography. 

With the spawning of modern lighter, faster and more advanced digital SLR cameras capable of producing high resolution images, it has become difficult to invest in expensive professional gear 

1
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and hope to recover the money over a certain period of time. No wonder professional photog-
raphers are complaining these days—a logic that, however, fails to make a serious dent in the 
psyche of a budding stock photographer. They are loving the whole idea.

TYPES OF STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY

Understanding the types of stock photography is an important learning step. Each have different 
licensing parameters and compliance requirements from the photographer. 

ROYALTY-FREE

Royalty-Free, or sometimes also referred to as Rights-Free, images are those which can 
be downloaded for a small licensing fee and used in perpetuity without any limitations. 

There are some micro-stock websites which offer this solution, usually at a throw-away 
price (the term micro refers in this case to the small price you pay for each photo the buy-
er purchases). 

The licensing fee is a very small percentage of what the business had to pay had they em-
ployed a professional photographer to shoot for them. This arrangement may seem like a 
great way to license images, but actually it is not, not at least for businesses that look for 
exclusive unique images to market their brand.

ROYALTY-MANAGEDRoyalty-Managed refers to imagery that is licensed for a fixed period of time or run (print 
and online advertising), depending on the circulation, geographic area where the publi-
cation will be circulated, as well as a series of other parameters. Royalty-managed is an 
arrangement that is pricier than royalty-free but gives the kind of exclusivity that bigger 
businesses want for their brand image.

TRENDS 2016 - NATURAL BACKGROUNDS
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EXCLUSIVE

Exclusive images are governed by an agreement of exclusivity. In plain English this means 

the images which are tagged as exclusive are available only on a single micro-stock web-

site on the Internet—the one where they have been uploaded to. 

Let’s say A uploads 10 images to Shutterstock.com under an exclusive agreement. This 

means the images cannot be uploaded to another micro-stock website unless A with-

draws them from Shutterstock.com or changes them to non-exclusive. Exclusive images 

carry a higher price tag, and they offer a degree of uniqueness that larger brands look for. 

The share of commission given to the photographer is also higher.

NON-EXCLUSIVE 

Non-Exclusive denotes that the images are not bound by any exclusivity contract. Thus, an image buyer is likely to find the same image on more than one micro-stock website. This 
is the arrangement under which all beginner stock photographers begin work. Non-ex-

clusive images have a low starting price. Commission shared with stock photographers is 

also lower. But this is something that you should have guessed by now!

MAKING UP YOUR MIND

As an aspiring micro-stock photographer you must have some huge questions in your mind. The 

biggest of them all must be “Am I good enough?” Let me assure you that as a micro-stock pho-

tographer you will have ample chance to learn as you go, that is if you don’t get frustrated by the initial rejections. On the flip side, however, you have the chance to start making money from the 
very beginning, something that traditional commercial photography avenues don’t offer.

In traditional commercial photography you have to go through the grind before you have any 

clients. You compete with established professionals with years of experience and mighty impres-sive portfolios. With micro-stock, however, the playing field is much more even. Regardless of 
your experience and portfolio, you can compete with skilled professionals and still hope to make 

some sales.

Looking at the portfolios of other photographers is a good way to learn. But then you shouldn’t 

do two things that most other aspiring micro-stock photographers tend to do: 

1. You shouldn’t get overawed by the quality of imagery that you see on the portfolios of 

these photographers, and 

2. You shouldn’t try to copy their work. Copying work done by other photographers 

seems like an easy way to success, but it is not. It can, on the contrary, get you into a 

lot of trouble. 

Getting overawed is probably natural too. After all, these photographers are professionals and 

they know their craft too well to produce stunning images. At your level it may not be that easy 

to start making images of the same caliber. I am not doubting your abilities. But there is a certain 

thing called experience and that counts. However, as you grow you will only get better and in no 

time you will start to shoot images of the same caliber. Thus, what you should do is get inspired 

by the work of other photographers.

Then again, you don’t have to be the best photographer under the sun to be able to shoot stock. 

There are many photographers who probably shoot half as good as you and have more than a 

1000 images on their micro-stock portfolios. The thing is you have to pay attention to the rea-

sons for rejection, do good research and shoot unique images.
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DEALING WITH REJECTIONS

Believe it or not, and despite the frustration that they bring, rejections are the best way to learn. 

Nobody will bother to tell you why your images are not good enough unless you pay a profes-

sional to critique your images. But micro-stock inspectors, people who will review your sub-

missions, will do that for free and tell you why they feel that the images are not good enough by 

micro-stock standards. 

It is an invaluable learning process. Though it will be frustrating at times and it will no doubt 

happen, especially when you begin your career, it is a process that cannot be, and should not be, 

avoided. Take nothing personally. Always believe that you are attempting to break into some-

thing, and this is just like paying your dues. Take each rejection as a lesson and learn from it. 

Make sure you don’t make the same mistake twice. 

SO HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE THE FIRST $1K?

Let’s get right down to the business. Stock photography can be a frustrating endeavor if you enter 

it with a short term goal. If you think you can upload the images you shot on your last trip and 

make a few hundred dollars by the end of the month, you have another thing coming. You could 

end up making no sales at all! Worse, all your images could get rejected for technical reasons!The first rule of stock photography is that your images have to be good in all respects. Even be-

fore you can think of uploading to a micro-stock website you have got to ensure that your images 

are fundamentally good ones. You cannot hope to make money selling images that are technically either poor compositions or reflect incorrect exposure settings, resulting in lost details or have 
been improperly post-processed leading to noise and image artefacts (e.g. blotchy-looking skies, 

banding within vignettes or steps appearing on curved lines and edges).

Think long term if you are genuinely interested in making money selling stock. There are a mil-

lion different parameters that govern how much or how little you can make. 

TRENDS 2016 - BOUNDLESS WORLD
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The consensus on the Internet is very negative. Somehow photographers feel stock photography 
no longer works. In that case what is the advertising world, publishers, blogs and websites using?

Stock sells, it still does; the only thing is you have more competition to ward off than you did 
about 10 years ago. But think of the positive side. With the advent of the Internet there is a much 
larger market for stock photos than there used to be. With the popularity and acceptance of 
micro-stock websites as a viable resource for licensing images, even part-time photographers, 
teachers, business executives, traveling salesmen, engineers and anybody else even remotely un-
associated with photography has a second source of income.

Slowly build up your portfolio and you are likely going to have a much better experience. The key 
to success in stock photography is to have a disciplined, persistent approach and strong research 
to back your hard work. Remember, with stock photography, the more images you have in your 
portfolio the higher the amount of money you can potentially make over time. It’s like the snow-ball effect. Soon you will find that your business is funding itself. If you look at successful stock 
photographers, most have started early and have several thousand photos in their portfolio by 
their early thirties. It is the result of many years of persistent hard work.

There are some caveats, however. It is not entirely unheard of that photographers have left the 
scene frustrated at how slow sales are, how frequently they are faced with rejections and how 
little they make on a monthly basis. This is hard scenario that you have to keep in mind. Expect 
very little at the beginning.

So, how much money can you make? It depends. It depends on how many images you have in 
your portfolio. It depends on how well keyworded your images are. It certainty depends on how 
well researched your subjects are and how closely they represent the client’s demands. It de-
pends, too, on how serious you are about stock photography. 

Some photographers use this avenue as a complimentary source of revenue, not the only. Others find it difficult to deny the urge and absorb this as their life. 

TRENDS 2016 - BOUNDLESS WORLD

TRENDS 2016 - AGILE BUSINESS
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So, opinions and experiences tend to differ wildly. If you want to shoot stock have faith in your 
abilities and do your homework well. It would certainly help if you have the right gear and the 
right post-processing tools.To know how much time you need to earn your first $1,000 you need to keep in mind three met-
rics:

1. Earning per download

2. Number of images

3. Downloads per image (Sales)

The earnings per download vary depending on the microstock site you have uploaded your im-
ages, and if an image was purchased by a buyer having a subscription, by the resolution of the 
image (higher resolutions normally costs more), and if it is a royalty free or rights- managed 
image. On average, however, the earnings per download is around $1. So to reach your first $1,000 you need to have 1,000 downloads. You can reach 1,000 downloads 
with only one picture. But that is very unlikely. Especially if you are a beginner stock photogra-
pher. So aim for at least 200 to 300 good quality images, which will be approved by stock photog-raphy sites. With an average of four downloads per image you will make your first $1,000.  
You should make some 500 good quality and diverse images considering that some may not be 
accepted by the stock photography sites.  

How fast you can make 500 images of interesting objects/models is up to you. You could do it 
within a month if you are doing it full time or during one year if you just do some shots during 
the weekends and few hours of editing in your spare time. 

This is just a rough calculations and you will see some images may sell more than 300 times 
(later in this eBook you will see some best selling sample images) and some will not sell at all. At 
some microstock sites you will only receive $0.3 per download and at others $2. 

So, keep track of your metrics (e.g. Excel Sheet) and repeat what works best for you. This eBook will help you to get to the first $1,000 milestone. Depending on your available time 
and image quality you can reach it sooner than later. Just don’t give up, stick to it, and enjoy the 
process and become a better photographer along the way!
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WHAT IMAGES SELL: RESEARCH, 
IDEAS & INSPIRATION

Your biggest source of ideas are undoubtedly the market research data that the stock companies 

will send out to you periodically. These are of immense help. Of course you are free to do a par-

allel research and come up with ideas of your own. But relying on the market research that has 

been done by the stock companies is sensible because these companies spend a lot of time and 

energy in coming up with these. 

These researches often give you an insight into what the market is going to demand in about six 

months or over an even longer timeframe. Thus, they will be able to tell you in advance what to 

shoot and plan for. The stock photo market is an extremely competitive one. Micro-stock compa-

nies want to be able to stay on top of the demand curve and that is obviously how they generate 

business. 

You can check out http://www.shutterstock.com/trends or http://blog.depositphotos.com/

trends-in-stock-photography-2015-2016.html or just type “Stock Photography Trends” in Goo-gle and you will find valuable information provided by different stock photography sites.

2
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INSPIRATION - STEFAN HOLM
If you look at a few lists of top selling images released by micro-stock companies a few deduc-
tions can be made quite easily.  But before we look at some of the top types of images here’s a 
success story you might want to look at.

Though not in the same league as the great Yuri Arcurs himself, Stefan Holm is an accomplished 
stock photographer who has over 3800 images on Shutterstock.com. 

He is a member of Shutterstock.com since 2011. Some of his images have been downloaded well 
over 400 times. He’s best quote for inspiring fellow stock photographers?  

“Stock photography is not a sprint it is a marathon.”

Does stock photography pay? Holm says, yes it does. When he started off it was much like any-
body else: slow. Today, however, sales from his uploaded images pay off his rent in Stockholm as 
well as the cost of some of his new gear.

WHAT ARE HIS BESTSELLING IMAGES?

Some of Holm’s bestselling images include an image of cattle grazing during sunset. It’s a classic 
golden hour image with slightly washed out highlights but nevertheless looking rather attractive.

Livestock grazing during sunset  

Approximate Downloads: 400  
Online Since: Since 2014
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Another of his bestselling images is that of a horserace moment frozen in time. The horses are charging toward the finish line with their jockeys urging them on. 

Much of his images are from the world of sports, though the shots are widely disbursed between 
different sports.

Group of jockeys and horses in fast pace 

Approximate Downloads: 100  
Online Since: Since 2015

Male triathlete cycling into a tunnel with motion blur 

Approximate Downloads: 10  
Online Since: Since 2015
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Close-up of a triathlete swimming  

Approximate Downloads: 50  
Online Since: Since 2014

Rowing boats 

Approximate Downloads: 150  
Online Since: Since 2013
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THE KIND OF GEAR THAT HE USES

Holm’s gear includes an array of lenses including the Micro Nikkor 105mm, a lens that is not only 
great for shooting macro photography but also doubles as a general portrait lens. Holm uses a 
Nikkor 300mm f/2.8 prime as his main sports lens and pairs that with a 2x tele-converter. For 
his wide angle and ultra-wide angle shots he uses the Nikkor 14-24mm f/2.8, an incredibly sharp 
ultra-wide angle lens from the Nikon stable.

An interesting aspect about Holm’s photography is that it is heavily skewed toward editorial 
work. He shoots a lot of sporting events and street photography as well as branded items. 

However, he acknowledges that the real money is in commercial shooting. In other words, imag-
es that have been signed off with model releases and can be used for commercial purposes. He 
plans on using models for his future shoots and get signed model releases from them so that he 
can sell these photos for a higher price.

Mac with reflection of Steve Jobs  
Approximate Downloads: 200  
Online Since: Since 2014
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To learn more about Stefan Holm visit: http://stefanholm.photography

Stefan submits his photos to a dozen different micro stock websites. His biggest earnings by far 
come from Shutterstock. 

You can see his entire Shutterstock Portfolio here: http://www.shutterstock.com/gal-
lery-873643p3.html 

He is a member of Shutterstock since 2011 and has uploaded over 4,000 images there. 

MYKYTA STARYCHENKO (NICK)
Another example is that of Mykyta Starychenko who is popularly known as Nick. Nick is a NY 
based photographer who is into fashion, product, lifestyle, wedding and stock photography. 

He is one of those photographers who believes in the principle of doing it in the camera, rather 
than leaving it later for post-processing. He is a successful stock photographer in his own right 
with some of his images having been downloaded well over 1000 times and earning him more 
than $1K each.

HE SHARES AN INVALUABLE TIP:

Stock photography is a very competitive business with its own rules, requirements, 
and style so you have to take it seriously if you want to be successful. You will have 

to use a variety of instruments like in any other business.

I think it is a very small piece of art in stock photography, most of the bestsellers 
photos are very simple, but that does not mean that they are not professional. 

Conversely, they are excellent in 100 percent of technical requirements. I also 
worked as a fashion photographer and in fashion you can do a little bit blurry, over-
exposed shot on high ISO and you can say something like, “It’s my vision,” the client 

http://stefanholm.photography
http://www.shutterstock.com/gallery-873643p3.html
http://www.shutterstock.com/gallery-873643p3.html
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or editor will like it and you will be printed even if all others will not like your pho-
to. In stock photography your success depends on the global market and your only 

feedback in this world is your sales.

I like stock photography because it has easy and understandable standards. You 
have to take a technically perfect shot of a good idea with the possibility of commer-
cial usage of a variety of areas, sign model or property release (if it’s necessary), do 

postproduction in Photoshop, pass stock inspectors, and that’s it. All other things 
depend on the market.

SOME TIPS FROM NICK:

Forget about ISO higher than 640. 99 percent of photos like this will be rejected by 

inspectors because of noise. Always shoot with ISO 100-200.

Sharpness is extremely important. Use a tripod, monopod, good lenses, stabilization, 

breath holding technic to make you shoots sharpen. Forget about Photoshop; you will 

never manage to sharpen blurred pictures.Avoid trademarks. Sometimes it is easier to send a model home to get other outfits 
without trademarks instead of changing this in hundreds of photos in Photoshop. 

Don`t be scared to ask a model to sign a release even after shooting, which you made 

not for stock. Most of people will like the opportunity to be in advertising. It can be fun 

for them and help you make extra money. 

Quality, not quantity. For example: if you did 100 pictures of a cooking woman, do not 

submit all of them. Select unique 4-5 poses of the cooking woman, post process the 

images well, spent time writing relevant keywords and everything will be great.

Write keywords in Photoshop or Lightroom before saving them. It will save you a lot of 

time. Take time to write good keywords because they are extremely important.Try to find themes with a high demand. It can be new technologies or new products and services. Don't spend your time shooting the sky or flowers. You can make great 
shots, but the market is full of great shoots in common themes.

Don`t give up and be patient! Probably, you will not make big money after few months 

because even a good picture needs some time to take her place in the market.

In the beginning focus on few stock website: Shutterstock, iStock, Fotolia. They will 

help you to learn, and you will not be disappointed with sales. After you have 300-500 

images in your portfolio try to work with Dreamstime, Depositphotos and Canstock.Do not use many filters in Photoshop. Usually designers of advertisement companies 
look for your photos, so if they will need to add some extra to your photo they can do 

that, but they cannot remove strong postproduction. Leave some empty space in your 

photos for text and keep them natural.
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SAMPLE IMAGES MAKING MYKYTA STARYCHENKO WELL OVER $1K

1. Airplane near the terminal in an airport at the sunset

2. Asphalt road with white stripes

Nikon D80, Nikkor 24-70 f2.8, Exposure: 1/160sec, f/5,6, ISO 100 

Vaclav Havel International Airport, Prague, Czech Republic 

 Downloads: 1700+

Nikon D800, Nikkor 24-70 f2.8, Exposure 1/800, f2.8, ISO 200 

Chreschatik street road in Kiev, Ukraine 

Downloads: 700+
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3. Woman hands holding mug of hot drink standing on wooden table

4. Collage photo of a young man in a white t-shirt isolated, front, back, side view.

Nikon D800, Nikkor 24-70 f2.8 Exposure 1/125, f.5,6, ISO 100 

My girlfriend drank coffee at home and I just asked her to fix her arms for a second and took this 
shoot. 

Downloads: 700+

Nikon D800, Nikkor 85mm, f1.8 Exposure 1/250, f7,1, ISO 100 

Studio portraits of myself in casual clothes combined into collage and isolated. 
Downloads: 500+
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5. Luxury place resort and spa for vacation in Dubai, UAE

Nick is a photographer based in New York doing fashion, product, lifestyle, wedding, event, and stock 

photography shots. Connect with him on Instagram, Facebook, or see his full Sutterstock Portfolio.

SO WHAT TYPE OF IMAGES SELL?

QUALITY

Such images which are of high quality. By high quality I mean those, which have been composed 
well, have a clear subject and an inherent meaning, which can be easily inferred from the images. 

These images are clean. Clean in the sense that the images do not have a lot of noise, sensor dust 
or lens spots on them. This is one area you have to pay a lot of attention to. This attributes to a lot 
of rejections. But the word clean can also mean something else. 

Nikon D800 Nikkor 24-70 f2.8 Exposure: 1/800, f8, ISO 200 

This picture was taken during my vacation in Dubai, UAE on a hot sunny day. 
Downloads: 1400+

https://www.instagram.com/photographer_in_new_york/
https://www.facebook.com/nick.starichenko
http://www.shutterstock.com/g/janifest?rid=772780
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Clean also signifies clearness of the theme, the concept. An image which is difficult to understand 
right away will have a tough time getting accepted as a stock image, let alone getting download-
ed. To quote micro-stock champion photographer Yuri Arcurs: 

“Clean means clear.”

Shoot in bright light and use contrasting colors. One great tip for scoring higher numbers in terms of micro-stock sales is to ensure that your images look great as thumbnails. The first point 
of contact for buyers with your images is the search results pages and those thumbnails are only 
around 310 x 220 pixels (Shutterstock.com). 

If buyers are looking at the suggested images, as are often shown by search algorithms, the 
thumbnail sizes are even smaller. It is imperative that the colors are contrasting and the images 
are bright so as to be able to induce a click.

SPACE FOR COPY

A good image will also have substantial space for content or copy to be placed. An image that is too cluttered and doesn’t leave space for copy/content will find it difficult to get any takers. I am 
not saying that they won’t get licensed at all. Images which are shot generally meant for editorial 
purposes are an exception to this rule. You could shoot the Tomatina Festival in Bunol or the Bull 
Taming Festival in Tamil Nadu, India keeping absolutely no space doc content and expect those to 
be picked up by a news publication somewhere in the world without problems. But as a general 
guideline, especially for images you intend to sell commercially, your images must have enough 
space for content.

TAKE THE SHUTTERSTOCK EXAMPLE

Here’s an example. Shutterstock.com is one of the largest micro-stock websites on the Internet. 
They release an annual list of their most popular and most viral images. The top images from 
2015 should bring a smile on the face of travel and landscape photographers. A number of their 
top images this year shows a distinct trend—a renewed interest in Mother Nature. But careful 
study of the images show that these are not just images of sweeping vistas. These images put hu-man context in them as well. More specifically, these images show how small we are in compar-
ison to the vastness that surrounds us. Food for thought for the discerning stock photographer 
perhaps? 

Have a look at the most popular pictures in 2015 here: http://www.shutterstock.com/blog/
shutterstocks-15-viral-images-2015 

http://www.shutterstock.com/blog/shutterstocks-15-viral-images-2015
http://www.shutterstock.com/blog/shutterstocks-15-viral-images-2015
http://www.shutterstock.com/blog/shutterstocks-15-viral-images-2015 
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UNDERSTAND THE VISUAL LANGUAGE

Imagery is a visual language. Every image speaks or at least is expected to speak a story. That 
language is evolving. 2015 witnessed that language spoke in a particular tone that is slightly dif-
ferent to that of 2014 or the year before. You could say that the language has evolved. Who knows 
what the language of imagery will speak in 2016 and the years to come?

The advertising business, in particular, and the whole business of selling stock in general is every 
bit as dynamic as any other business involving a demand and supply tug-o-war. Like a discerning 
business owner who wants to know in advance what’s going to be in demand, you have to listen 
to the market trend and keep yourself abreast with all the resources that are sent to you.

SHOW CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN YOUR IMAGERY

Earlier, I gave the example of Shutterstock’s top images from 2015. Continuing on that note and 
further borrowing another vital piece of insight from their buyers, I want to stress on a different 
point:—cultural diversity in your imagery.

The world around us has shrunk down considerably. Products and services are often rolled out 
to not a single ethnicity or group but a larger collection of groups. Stock buyers are looking for 
that cultural diversity in imagery. Images from all cultural backgrounds are in demand. Good 
thing, too, because as photographers this gives you ample scope to produce great images that reflect your culture and the ethnicity that you represent.
SHOOTING EDITORIAL CONTENT

Editorial imagery is yet another avenue in stock photography. Editorial imagery refers to images that depict a recent event, cultural extravaganza, political developments, military conflict, natu-
ral disaster, and so on. A photographer does not have control over the event and has little or no 
opportunity to adjust camera settings before taking an image. A majority of images made in such 
situations are done at the spur of the moment.

Images that are meant for editorial content also enjoy a bit of leniency in terms of quality. Due to 
the very reason that such images cannot be shot pre-planned or shot in a way where the photog-
rapher could have displayed more control over the exposure stock, websites accept even poorly 
lit or out of focus images. On the other side, however, images meant for editorial content cannot 
be post-processed extensively.

SHOOT DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE SAME SCENE, MODEL, POSE, ETC.

Photographers are often guilty of not utilizing a moment fully when they have everything going 
for them nearly perfect. Let’s say you are shooting outdoors and have employed the services of 
a model. The lighting is perfect and everything else is just right. It would be a sin to not make 
the most of that time and moment. Shoot as many variations as possible. Shoot in landscape and 
then in portrait. Change the pose, change the camera angle and use props if necessary. Basically, 
if everything is working in your favor make the most of the time you have in hand and shoot as 
many different images as you can. If a buyer is interested in your images s/he might go through 
the entire series before deciding. Not having enough variations from the same shoot can be an 
impediment for the sale of your images. 

Just make sure that every shot has something unique to it. As Nick suggested in his tips, you 
should give more importance to quality than to quantity.

Lastly, take the example of Yuri Arcurs, the world’s leading micro-stock photographer. It is often 
said that someone somewhere in the world is downloading an image shot by Yuri Arcurs every 
eight seconds. The reason for his phenomenal success? 
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He has a well-oiled machinery that produces beautiful images the year round. For every session 

he books with a model he maximizes the number of images by using different props, looks, poses 

and backdrops. 

With well over 50 people working in his team, this self-taught photographer produces images 

like a factory produces packed bars of chocolate, neatly wrapped in and ready to be transported 

to the shop. He has hairstylists standing by, fashion stylists, retouchers and assistants who can 

take care of everything that goes behind making a shot as well as after a shot is made. Thus there is a constant flow of images out of his studio. It’s a process that has been tried, tested, and found 
to be extremely successful.

A FEW REASONS WHY YOUR IMAGES CAN GET REJECTED

So now that we have a good understanding of the type of images that sell well on micro-stock 

websites this is the perfect time to deal with the reasons for rejections. Why? Because rejections 

are a part of the whole process of shooting stock and submitting them to micro-stock websites. 

It’s not about if, but about when and why. I have answered many of the why’s already in the preceding paragraphs, now’s the time to find out some more reasons why your images can be 
rejected.

One of the top reasons your images can be rejected on micro-stock websites is actually a rather 

peculiar one, and it has nothing to do with the quality aspect or anything else. It is about how 

plentiful that image already is on the micro-stock website you are trying to upload it to. So, if you 

are trying to submit an image of Machu Pichu, chances are, unless that image captures a com-

pletely unique perspective it would be rejected because the micro-stock website already has a 

ton of images of Machu Pichu. This is true for most of the popular destinations across the world. 

This means your travel photos from the exotic orient with shots from the Taj Mahal, the Forbid-

TRENDS 2016 - PERSPECTIVE & GEOMETRY
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den City, and the Angkor Wat could end up being rejected because they are strikingly similar to 
what the micro-stock sites already have.

IT HAS NOT BEEN REVIEWED PROPERLY

Sounds silly? In a review by a major micro-stock website it was revealed that a majority of the 
images submitted to that website had not been reviewed properly. What’s a proper review? 

Well, open the image in your favorite photo editing program and review it in 100 percent. Just 
to be sure at 200 percent! Every submission to a micro-stock website is a potential sale for the 
website and the photographer uploading it. The image could be printed as a book cover, website header, print ad, or even printed as a large billboard. You never quite know where you will find 
your images printed or displayed (that’s another exciting perk of being a stock photographer). 
So, how would you feel if that potential $300 exclusive license was rejected because the image 
had a lens smudge on it?

Now, in most cases smudges, blobs, etc. can easily be spotted and taken care of if only the photog-
rapher had opened and reviewed the image properly at 100 percent. I know it does sometimes get really tiring having to go through a long workflow and at the end of which you have to sit 
review your images. To avoid your images from getting rejected you could do this:—have your 
spouse or a colleague or maybe even a hired hand look at the images in full resolution and look 
for such blemishes. From there on it’s just a couple of mouse-taps to take care of them. Addition-
ally, after reviewing hundreds and thousands of images you would know where the dead pixels, 
sensor dust or even lens spots would be.

REFERENCE TO BRAND NAMES, SHOWCASING LOGOS, LIKENESSI have detailed some of examples on this specific issue under several other chapters and sub-chap-
ters in this book. So I will be brief here. This is a major reason why your images can be rejected. If 
you inadvertently missed a brand name or a logo this would actually be considered as a potential 
misuse of the same. Such images, however, can be used as editorial content. 

Let’s say you are photographing at the Photokina and you take images at various brand stalls 
and, along with the products, you also capture the brand name and logo. Later these images were 
uploaded to a micro-stock website. These images could be used for editorial reasons, provided certain other parameters are fulfilled (check for model and shutter release section). However 
these images cannot be used for commercial purposes because they would tantamount to mis-
using the brand name. The same goes for the use of brand names in the keyword.

MODEL RELEASE

I have already highlighted some details about the importance of model release elsewhere in this 
eBook. A model release is mandatory if your image has the likeness of a person. Photographers 
often disregard this rule. Even if the model is your friend or relative you will need to submit a 
model release. Sometimes inadvertently a person may walk into your image. Images such as 
these can be self-culled or the person cropped out if possible when you review the image at 100 
percent. If you don’t do so, you will need a model release from each of the individuals you cap-
tured inadvertently in your photos.
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EQUIPMENT: WHAT GEAR YOU NEED 
TO SUCCEED IN STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY 

There is a huge myth around the whole business of shooting stock photography and selling it on-
line. Those who don’t shoot think this genre is the prerogative of photographers who were born 
with a silver spoon in their mouth. Nothing is further from the truth. Though better gear does have inherent benefits, adding value to your production to begin with, 
you still need shooting prowess and intellect to produce saleable images. 

With limited money to invest the only way you, i.e., someone who was probably not born with a silver spoon, can level the playing field is by developing unique ideas and shooting unique imag-
es with a smart approach.

The kind of gear that you need will depend on the kind of work that you intend to do, your level 
of experience and, of course, your creativity. If there is anything really that is of absolute impor-
tance for any genre of photography, not just stock photography, it is the lens. You can compro-
mise with everything else. Any camera will work, and I am not referring to just the major brands 
here. You are free to look beyond the top two.

Having said that there are some important considerations to look out for.

So what is the gear you absolutely need to get started?

CAMERA

Nine out of ten micro-stock photographers will recommend you to buy a full-frame camera. 

Yes, I know I had mentioned any camera will do and I still stand by what I wrote earlier, but think 
of it in this way. A small 1200cc hatchback is probably great for city rides, ease in finding parking space, and fuel efficiency. But when you compare the hatchback with the ride quality and other parameters of a 
2500cc SUV you will realize that the SUV is a far better car than the hatchback. Will the hatchback 
perform on daily commutes? Yes. Will it give better mileage? Yes. But that’s about it. The SUV will 
beat it in every other aspect.The same way a small point and shoot will probably be great for some genres. But you will find it 
woefully short of your expectations in every other aspect. For a start a full-frame DSLR has a larger sensor that’s equivalent to the size of 35mm film. To 
give you an example the pixel size on the latest Nikon D750 is 5.9µm. Compare that with the 
pixel size on an APS-C DSLR like the Nikon D3200, a very popular entry-level camera. The size of 
the pixels on that sensor is only 3.85µm. The larger sensor has a much larger pixel size and that 
means it captures more light, even in dark conditions. More light translates to lower noise and 
that means cleaner images.

3
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BENEFITS OF A FULL-FRAME CAMERABut a full-frame camera has benefits beyond just low noise. Full-frame camera captures a much 
larger view of a scene allowing you to do a much tighter crop during post-processing and yet 
retain a high resolution. This is, of course, provided that the original image has a lot of resolution 
to begin with.

BENEFITS OF AN APS-C CAMERAA smaller APS-C camera has its own benefits too. A smaller camera will be extremely handy 
when you are shooting wildlife and bird photography, two avenues that I can think of right away. 
The smaller sensor on these cameras produce what is known as a cropped version of the whole 
image coming through a full-frame lens, effectively producing a slightly longer view. In other 
words, this is equivalent to the view of a longer lens mounted on a full-frame camera. Thus, these 
cameras are routinely paired with tele lenses to ‘extend’ their focal length and produce a much 
tighter composition.

MEGAPIXELS MATTER

You may have heard the phrase ‘megapixels don’t matter.’ Stock photography is probably one of 
the handful of photography endeavors where megapixels does matter. Even I am guilty of stating 
that you could use any camera to start shooting stock. But there is a problem if you actually shoot 
with a dated and lower resolution camera. I’ll explain in detail.

Every micro-stock website will specify a size requirement. This is basically a height x width de-
marcation based on pixels. Your images have to qualify for that minimum size requirement. Let’s 
say that you are using a slightly older camera and sharp lens combination. The images produced 
by your camera are 4000 x 6000 pixels. One fine day the micro-stock website you normally upload to decides that they are no longer 
going to accept images that are less than 5000 pixels on the shorter side. All of a sudden your 
gear is outdated. To avoid such a problem it is advisable that you invest in a camera that has high 
resolution. This will future-proof your gear, at least for the next couple of years or so.
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LENS

So what are the top quality lenses? A top quality lens will have reduced chromatic aberrations, 

reduced vignetting and higher optical sharpness. Vignetting and chromatic aberrations are not 

so much of a problem these days with powerful photo editing tools. However, there is no alter-

native to optical sharpness. 

For shooting stock photos optical sharpness is extremely important. Canon’s L series lenses are 

optically very sharp. Beyond being optically sharp, these lenses are testimony to the better build 

quality that they stand for (the moniker L stands for Luxury). Nikon has plenty of lenses which 

come under that bracket too, and there are other brands too, just in case you don’t follow the two 

biggies. 

ALL-PURPOSE LENSES

A great all-purpose lens would be the 24-70mm f/2.8. Both Nikon and Canon make at least one 

of these. These are usually considered to be great walk around lenses. The 24mm end of the focal 

length is good for wide angle shots—architecture, landscape, group, wedding and anything else 

that needs a wide angle perspective. At 70mm, and especially when mounted on a crop camera, 

the focal length is great for shooting portraits and other genres.

MACRO LENSES

Macro lenses would be a good investment if you are going to delve into table-top photography. 

These lenses allow you to focus from a very close distance, perfect for product photography, wed-ding, flower, insects and any other creative photography work. 
For macro work you will also need a good sturdy tripod (a tripod is a must for any photography, 

really) and a good post-processing tool. You will also need some studio lights. Continuous light-

ing will be better for shooting macro work as you will have a much easier time focusing.

TELEPHOTO LENSES

I did mention earlier that the type lenses you need to get started in shooting stock will depend 

on the type of photography that you intend to do. It helps you in transitioning your passion into 

your vocation. 

That way many of the tips, tricks, and gear that you already own can be brought in as capital in-

vestment for your business. Stock photography is like any other business. The only way you are 

going to make any money is if you run it like one.

Telephoto lenses are the quintessential go-to optical tool for shooting wildlife, birds, sports, and 

even landscape photos. These lenses allow you to get much closer to the action without putting 

your life and limbs in harm’s way. They offer excellent subject—background separation. 

The prime versions are optically very sharp and have a large wide aperture. Additionally, the 

presence of image stabilization assists hand-held shooting.

WIDE ANGLE LENSESWide angle lenses have shorter focal length, thus giving a much wider field of view. These lenses 
are ideally suitable for landscape. But you can also use them for shooting wedding, group shots, 

and very much any other subject.
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PERCEPTUAL MEGAPIXEL

The concept of perceptual megapixel comes from the simple fact that not all camera-lens combi-
nations provide the same amount of resolution as the sensor of the camera is rated to. 

Please note I mentioned camera–lens combination, and not camera (or sensor) alone. This is 
because when you make images the resolution of the image produced depends not only on what 
the sensor alone is capable of but also the sharpness of the lens. To test this theory make two im-
ages of the same scene under the same conditions except change the lens in between the shots. 
Let’s take a kit 18-55mm lens and a 50mm f/1.8 lens. You will notice that the image shot by the prime lens will appear sharper in the final image than the one shot with the standard zoom lens. 
Intrigued?

This concept of perceptual megapixel has been developed by DxO Labs and it is a system of rat-ing the sharpest lens–camera combination. The idea is to find out the combination that tend to 
produce the highest resolution. In any case, perceptual megapixel will not be higher than the 
actual megapixel rating of the camera. The sharpest combination is thus the one that produces a 
number that is closest to the actual rating of the camera.

As per the system even with a very high resolution camera, something like the D5300 which is a 
24 megapixel APS-C DSLR, when you pair it with a kit lens like the 18-55mm you only get about 
9 perceived megapixel. The DxOMark website has a whole list of these lens and camera combina-
tions. You can check out where your kit lens and camera combination stands in terms of percep-
tual megapixel ranking on the DxO Mark website: http://www.dxomark.com/.

TRIPOD

You will need a light yet sturdy tripod for shooting stock. This comes from the requirement that 
your images be absolutely sharp. You cannot afford to have any blur in your images. Invest in a 
good tripod very early in your career and you will never regret the decision. Some tripods come 
with retractable spikes under the rubberized feet. These are great for additional grip when you 
are setting up on slippery surfaces. For shooting indoors, the rubberized feet are good enough.Carbon fiber tripods cost a bit more than aluminum and other types but these will save your back when lugging them around. If you plan never to shoot outdoors the normal ones are fine. If you love shooting outdoors, a lighter carbon fiber tripod is a better choice.
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CABLE-RELEASE
A cable release is an extra safety to protect your images from getting blurred. A cable release 
allows you to trigger the camera shutter without having to touch the shutter release with your finger. This pretty much takes care of any inadvertent knocking of the camera. Cable releases 
are very cheap. You can get a Yongnuo for just under $15, a small price to pay for a lot of mental 
peace.

LIGHTS

You need lights to shoot stock and lots of it. Natural light will not be enough even if you plan on 
shooting portraits. Minus lights you will end up shooting a lot of editorial photos. Photos that 
are shot in a journalistic style and not meant for commercial purposes. I am not saying that such 
imagery is bad. But the fact remains unless you shoot commercial saleable images you will never 
see the kind of money that will pay your rent or fund your next big photography gear purchase 
even send your kids to college.

But what kind of lights should you invest in? There are many different types and brands. It is easy 
to get confused. The type of lights that you should invest in again depends on the kind of images 
you plan to sell.

CONTINUOUS LIGHTS

Continuous lights are suitable for shooting all types of photos. The only reason why some pho-
tographers (and models) don’t tend to like them is because they can produce a lot of heat. 

Overall, however, continuous lights are ideal because you can see the image the way it is going to 
be captured before it is captured. This is unlike speedlights/strobes where you always make an educated guess and then refine the settings based on the results that you get.
SPEEDLIGHTSSpeedlights are the tiny flash units that you use on or off-camera producing just enough light 
for a good exposure. These units are cheap; you probably have one or more lying around in your 
home/studio. They can be setup very easily with or without any additional accessories. The only 
problem with these lights is that you have to be very meticulous when you set them up. Use an 
external light meter or a digital target which allows you to set the right exposure without an ex-
ternal light meter. For most table-top photography scenario speedlights are more than enough.

STUDIO STROBES 

Studio strobes are the powerful cousins of speedlights. More power, faster recycle time, capable 
of being shaped much more precisely and overall more suitable for commercial work. Strobes 
are resultantly more powerful than speedlights.
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LARGE MONITOR

A large monitor is a must have for not only editing your images but also to have a full-sized view 

of the images so that you can check for noise, artefacts, spots, blemishes, logos, brand names 

things that could be responsible for rejection of your images. There are a number of good moni-

tors that are suitable for this reason. My choice would be something like the Apple Thunderbolt 

Display 27.”

MONITOR CALIBRATION TOOL

A monitor calibration tool is essential because not all monitors are properly calibrated when 

they are shipped out of the factory. Further, as you use a monitor over time you will need to reca-

librate it. A tool like the X-Rite ColorMunki is thus a small price to pay for peace of mind.

THE DIY APPROACH FOR GEARS

I started this chapter stressing the DIY approach and how you can use smart tactics to level the playing field. Things like continuous lights, tripods, light modifiers, and macro lenses can be 
extremely expensive. But with a little bit of research and a few dollars you could build yourself 

many of the things you need. 

LENSESLet’s look at lenses first. 500mm primes or 600mm primes are the kings of the super-telephoto 
segment. These are beyond the reach of most photographers. Needless to say when it comes to 

wildlife and sports a long lens is a must-have. But does that mean buyers with limited means will 

stay out of the domain? Not quite. That’s what tele-converters are for.

Tele-converters help you extend your reach. These are small optical pieces of glass that sit in between the lens and the sensor. Their job is to multiply the magnification allowing you an ex-

tended reach. Tele-converters like the 1.4x, the 1.7x and the 2x will extend a 500mm lens’ reach 

to 700mm, 850mm and 1000mm! The Canon EF 2x III retails at around $420. Mount it to a EF 

200mm f/2.8L II USM and you have yourself a 400mm f/5.6 lens. A great starting point. For wild-

life photography you need a bare minimum 400mm focal length.
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LIGHTSYou need artificial lights for any type of photography except landscape and nature. Even when shooting portraits in an outdoor setting, artificial lights add that extra something that separates 
an okay capture from a good stock photo. 

Noise is a huge issue with stock websites and with extra lights you put less pressure on your 
camera sensor to produce great images in low light conditions. But the problem is lights cost a lot of money, and you need more than just the lights. You need light stands, boom arms, modifi-ers, filters, triggers, and so on. All of these put a tremendous amount of financial pressure on a fledgling stock photographer.
An alternate approach would be to build the lights that you need. It is easier than it sounds. The 
parts and stuff you need to build a light for your home studio are in all probability lying around 
your home. All you need is to bring everything together is your imagination and engineering ap-
titude. Things like stripboxes, barns, and other small and large lights are easy to make at home. 

With some skills you can even produce light stands, booms, and other accessories. While this is 
not a requirement you can certainly hope to save hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars in fancy 
lights with the DIY approach. There are a lot of online resources that you can pick from. 

RENTING

If making everything from scratch is a discomforting idea, why not tread the middle path? Why 
buy when you can make and why make when you can rent? If you have a brilliant idea to shoot 
some unique images, don’t lay it to waste, even if you don’t have the right gear with you or mak-
ing it seems like a long drawn and cumbersome proposition. 

With gear renting you can have anything you need, and it’s very inexpensive too. Look for gear 
renting companies around where you live. Some of these companies offer pick-up and drop fa-
cilities as well.

You could also rent studios by the hour. These studios provide professional quality lighting, 
backgrounds, and other infrastructure. These are great for products, fashion shoots and portrait 
works.
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MAKE THE MOST OF JOINT SESSIONS, JOIN FORCE WITH OTHER STOCK PHOTOG-
RAPHERS

The world of stock photography isn’t just about cut-throat competition where you compete with 

other photographers from around the globe. It is also about a healthy rivalry that sometimes converts into a mutually profitable professional friendship. 
Two or more stock photographers getting together to rent a studio and making better images 

with added production value is something that happens all the time. Even micro-stock websites 

encourage that kind of collaboration because it adds to their repository of better images. iStock-

photo, for example, hosts iStockalypses that offers stock photographers a meeting platform. It’s 

great for exchange of ideas and collaborative learning through actual shooting of photos. The 

best way to learn is through collaborative methods.

To learn more about upcoming events visit: http://www.istockalypse.com/.

http://www.istockalypse.com/
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4 POST PROCESSING: TIPS TO IMPROVE 
YOUR PICTURES AFTER TAKING THEM 
(IN LIGHTROOM AND PHOTOSHOP)

Having taken your images, the next logical step is to download them on to your computer, color 
correct them, do a bit of noise reduction, adjust exposure, contrast, highlights and shadows, and finally crop them. With Internet as the preferred choice of mediums to share and market these images, it has become a lot easier than before to find buyers. Stock agencies and micro-stock 
websites come into the picture here.

However, before you can upload your images to these micro-stock websites a bit of post-process-ing is imperative. Post-processing includes removing color cast, eliminating noise, fixing crooked 
horizon, and much more.

The key to a better image post-processed is to shoot a good image pre-processed. I am sure many 
of you out there are incredibly talented when it comes to image editing and can really work 
wonders. However, always think of it in this way. How many hours are you prepared to spend to finalize a poorly made image? Setting up the shot, driving to the location, arranging the model, 
the hairstylist, the makeup person, lighting the shot, taking it, getting the model release signed and then finally post-processing it in Lightroom/Photoshop can take several hours. Everything 
adds to your cost for producing an image. On top of all these, add the number of hours it takes to fix a poorly made image.
COLOR CORRECTION

An important aspect of post-processing your images and getting them ready for the submission 
stage is to go through each one of them and ensure that they have been color corrected. Color correcting is a phrase used to define a process wherein any strong color cast in an image is re-
moved. Light from different sources produce a specific color tone. That color tone also varies due to dif-
ferent atmospheric conditions as well as the time of the day you are shooting in as well as the lo-
cation. Shooting under a shade, even when it be might sultry under the sun will produce images 
that are slightly bluish. Again, when you are shooting under direct sunlight images will become warmer. The same happens with artificial sources of light. Any image shot in candlelight will be extremely warm compared to something like a fluorescent bulb or a daylight-balanced bulb.
Color correction is a two-step process—one which entails selecting the right white balance from the camera’s menu and second fine tuning it during post-processing. Most photographers prefer 
shooting in auto white balance and then correcting it during post-processing. Their argument is you will need to fine tune it anyway. So why not do it later in one go rather than waste time 
changing white balance settings during shooting? For studio work especially when the lighting 
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setup is constant, a preset white balance setting works better than when shooting outdoors in 
natural light conditions.

DEALING WITH NOISE

Noise is an undeniable part of photography. A little bit of noise is unavoidable even with the best of camera and lens combination. Noise or more specifically digital noise happens when the 
camera sensor has to work overtime trying to make a good exposure in low light. In other words, 
when you bump up the ISO trying to shoot an image in low light you would face this noise prob-
lem. However, noise happens in good light too.

There are two different types of noise that you will encounter: Color and Luminance. Luminance 
noise is the type of noise that you will face when you bump up the ISO and or try to adjust the 
exposure during post-production. That means when you bump up the shadows or the overall 
exposure you are going to get some luminance noise. Color noise is also known as Chroma noise. 
This would be the random-colored dots in your images.

Noise is a big issue in stock photography and is something that you are expected to take care of 
before submitting. So, how to eliminate noise in your images?

Well, there are not one but several methods to remove noise. Some of them require you to take 
preventions before the image is made. Others are employed during post-processing. Here, I shall be delving a noise reduction workflow which you can repeat during post-processing.
IN PHOTOSHOP - USING THE BLUR TOOL

The blur tool is very useful for removing noise from your images. With the blur tool any textures 
in the image are blurred thereby eliminating any detail including noise therein. Needless to say this method is unsuitable for any details that you wish to retain in the final image. You have to 
be very careful with facial features such as eyelashes, the eye itself, lips, and those sort of things. 

http://www.shutterstock.com/trends
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This technique is ideally suitable for portraits, pets, wildlife, birds, and other images where there 

is a subject of interest. This technique is particularly suitable for black and white photos.For the first step make a copy of the original layer in Photoshop using Command/Control J. Next 
click on Noise > Reduce Noise to open the noise reduction tool. There are a bunch of other noise 

reduction tools in Photoshop, but this one’s my favorite. It works too. 

Adjust the sliders to ensure that you have the right mix. Strength means the intensity of noise 

reduction. This will remove maximum amount of noise but it will also remove a lot of detail from 

the image. Preserve Details is meant just for that. Color Noise removes any color noise from the 

image. 

Finally, after you are done with everything else use the Sharpen Details tool to bring back some 

detail. 

The Remove JPEG Artifact option works for products, etc. and helps in removing artefacts that can 

happen due to compression or over-sharpening.

The next step would be to create a duplicate of the second layer. On this we would apply the blur tool. The specific type of blur we will select for this is Surface Blur. Once the blur is applied the 

next step is to apply a layer mask to this layer. 

Select layer mask and then invert it. Select a medium sized brush and paint over all of the area 

that is not covered by any subject in the image.

USING THE COLOR CHANNELS

This technique works for Chroma noise. There are three primary color channels in any image. 

Red, Green, and Blue. They tend to have noise in different intensities which means you can select 

each channel and check individually the one which has the most amount of noise. This will then allow you to use a filter like the surface Blur tool we used previously to be applied to that specific 
channel for noise reduction.

Alternately, you can select the Noise Reduction Filter in Photoshop Filter > Noise > Reduce Noise 

and from there click Advanced to get into the advanced applications and select the Per Channel 

tab to apply noise reduction to each individual channel. 

Please note it is always a question of applying the right method for the right image. All methods 

are not applicable equally to all kinds of images. It is best to know around three or four methods 

of noise reduction and apply them according to the image in question.

IN LIGHTROOM

For lighter noise reduction requirement Lightroom’s built-in noise reduction feature works very 

well as well. In Lightroom CC you have dedicated Sharpening and Noise Reduction panels which 

offer you Luminance and Color Noise Reduction and other tweaks. 

Luminance noise is the commonest though don’t count Chroma noise out yet. We have already 

discussed how to reduce Chroma noise in the previous paragraph.

COLOR FRINGING / CHROMATIC ABERRATIONS

Color fringing or chromatic aberrations is the inability of the lens to focus light of all wavelength 

on the same focal plane is a major reason for rejection. This happens mostly when you shoot high 

contrast images using wide angle lenses and wide open apertures. Fringing is present in varying 

quantities in most lenses. 
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Even the best ones tend to have some that need correcting. Correcting it is very easy. In most cas-es all your need is to check the lens profile correction box in Lightroom/Photoshop, and that’s it.

MOIRÉ

Moiré comes from the French dictionary. It refers to superimposed patterns that are usually 
caused by patterns of sewing in cloth giving rise to queer patterns and even false coloring. This appears quite confusing in the final image. The last thing you would want in a carefully planned 
model shoot is to have the subject’s jacket throw up these moiré patterns. These can be real 
problems to solve and are valid reasons for your images to get rejected.

When inspecting your images you need to watch out for these patterns, sometimes subtle enough 
to deceive a busy pair of eyes. Here is one technique to remove them from your images.

MOIRÉ REMOVAL – TIP # 1

Step 1 is to make a selection of the affected area. Let’s say that the jacket of the model in the ex-
ample I cited above. Use the lasso tool to make a selection from the background layer. Make this 
selection a new layer. Next go to Filter > Blur > Gaussian Blur. Slide the blur intensity till you can 
see the moiré pattern is completely gone.

At this stage the work isn’t done. The selection of the jacket looks completely blurred with no 
detail at all. Step two is to change the blend mode to color. Now the details will be back in without 
the moiré that was in the original image.

MOIRÉ REMOVAL – TIP # 2

This technique is very similar to the one mentioned above. But instead of making a selection we 
start by making a new layer. Next step is to select a color that is close to that of the jacket color. 
Once the color is selected, we then paint on the duplicate layer using a brush tool.The final step is to change the layer blending mode to color. As soon as you do so the color in the 
painted new layer will be blended together and the moiré pattern will be gone.

http://www.shutterstock.com/trends
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FILING & ORGANIZING: OPTIMAL STORAGE, 
KEYWORDING, DESCRIPTION & CATALOGUING 
OF YOUR PICTURES (USING LIGHTROOM)

KEYWORDING YOUR IMAGES

One rule of uploading your images to micro-stock websites is to make sure that your images are 

found when they are searched for. How do you do that? You enter relevant keywords when you 

upload them. You put yourself in the shoes of the buyer when doing so. What possible messages 

the image can convey? What message can an advertiser use with the image to convey a concept, 

sell a product or a service? Think of all the keywords that you can possibly and then add them to 

the image. But there are certain rules to using keywords. Let’s look at them here.

Your images are no good unless they are found on a related search. Let’s say that you have taken 

some interesting images on your recent trip to Patagonia. You hope to sell these to any buyer 

looking for images to represent adventure, travel, Patagonia or Argentina. So you have to reach 

out to these target groups. But how to do it? The easiest way is to keyword your images in a right 

way. 

Think of all the possible keywords that can represent your image. I have listed four above. You 

can add at least another 6-10 more to these. The idea is to maximize your chances of featuring on a search for any related topic. One of the cardinal mistakes that amateurs and first time stock 
photographers do is fail to properly keyword their imagery. This is almost like shooting and then 

forgetting to download the memory cards.

However, by no means stuff unrelated keywords. This can get you into trouble. In the past stock 

companies have had to deal with this issue in a big way, penalizing erring photographers for 

posting unrelated imagery and therefore undermining the whole search process. These days, 

however, micro-stock websites review each submission before it is accepted into their library. 

Thus erring keywords and other blemishes would be spotted at the review stage and rejected 

straightaway.

INSERTING KEYWORDS USING LIGHTROOMLightroom is a light and easy tool for fast a post processing workflow. But the utility of Lightroom 
goes beyond just that. Lightroom is a very useful tool for adding keywords to your images. You 

can do this in a number of ways.

MANUALLY ENTERING KEYWORDS

This is what you would be doing since the dawn of Lightroom. There are several ways to do this.

5
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ADDING KEYWORDS AT THE TIME OF IMPORTING

This one makes sense if you have already sorted out the images based on a general theme. Let’s 
say you shoot some images from the local soccer competition, you could use the keywords soc-
cer, football, sports, as general keywords to the entire set. 

However, this will work only when you have similar sorts of images to import. Let’s say you im-
port all the images you shot on your recent trip to Bolivia, you would be able to add probably one 
or two such keywords that apply to all of the images. The same way, this technique won’t work 
when you are importing images shot from two different sessions or from two different events.

USE KEYWORD SETS

The problem with manually entering keywords is that you are likely never going to achieve any 
sort of uniformity of keywords across similar images. Let’s take an example. Let’s say that you 
live near Leh and you love making images of the breathtaking landscape around you. You use 
Lightroom to import and post process your images. However, you manually enter keywords for 
your images. Keywords like Leh, Ladakh, Zanskar, Himalaya, Leh Palace and Spiti would be found 
across your images. What if you forget to use the keyword Leh Palace for an image and instead 
use Leh Royal Palace for some of the images of the architecture? Well, technically they are the same but users looking for images with the keyword Leh Palace won’t find them anymore. Ideal-
ly, you should use both. 

The solution is in using Keyword Sets. Keyword Sets are basically a group of keywords that con-
tain several keywords that are all related. Let’s say in this case you create a Keyword Set ‘Leh Pal-
ace.’ Underneath it you add keywords like ‘Leh Palace,’ ‘Leh Royal Palace,’ ‘Potala Palace replica,’ 
‘Ladakhi Palace,’ Palaces of India,’ and so on. When you assign a keyword set to an image, all the 
keywords under that set will be automatically applied to that image. This prevents any inadver-
tent omissions. 

TRENDS 2016 - STILL LIFE
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Of course once you have added the ‘consistent’ keywords you can then go on to add further 
keywords of your choice to make the image more search-friendly. This will save you from the 
ignominy of a bunch of images with generic keywords coming lower down the search results, thus generating less than expected sales. Remember, buyers usually demand images that fit a very specific need. So, if you are going to list an image with a generic keyword such as ‘palace,’ it will be lost among a few thousand others. Always add a bunch of specific keywords to make your 
images as unique as possible.

One more thing. I am never a big fan of using the default keyword sets that come preloaded with 
Lightroom. I suggest you create your own list based on the kind images you shoot and, of course, 
the theme. This way you will be able to customize each of your images.

THINGS TO AVOID

Brand names and copyrighted phrases should be avoided in images that are meant for commer-
cial licensing. E.g., if you are shooting images of products or other general images where branded 
items are used as props, etc. try to avoid using keywords which can further highlight the brand. 
So if your model is holding the latest generation iPhone it would be sensible to avoid using brand name in the keyword. In the first place, avoid showcasing a product with its brand name or iden-tifiable logo in the image. This is one of the reasons you will find most stock photos featuring 
products and brands as props with their names edited out.

CATALOGING YOUR IMAGES – CREATING ORDER FROM CHAOS
Cataloging denotes the process of arranging your photos into folders or collections, keywording them and giving them a sort of hierarchy that allows you to find relevant images using a series of 
concentric search parameters, both visual and text. The right process for cataloging is one that is both scalable and scientific allowing the photographer to add more photos to the system in 
future without bringing it down.

Most photographers tend to use the traditional form of cataloging their imagery—the age-old folder structure on their computer system on which they have been bred. The system works fine 
when you shoot occasionally and never hope to have more than a GB of data to deal with. Things tend to get more complicated when your computer starts to fill up. You bring in additional exter-
nal storage units. Your images get split up across several external storage drives and sometimes 
copied onto two or more redundant drives for safety reasons. Additionally, you shoot with more 
than just your camera. Your smartphone, your tab, and your secondary camera all come in to the 
mix. The traditional storing method starts to get a little short of breath.

ALTERNATIVES

There are several software solutions available on the Internet that allow you to arrange and 
catalog your photos. These would include Perfect Browse 9.5, one of my favorites. This software 
has been a popular choice for the reason that it is exceptionally fast in loading photos, especially RAW files. Culling, sorting and labeling photos is fast as well. Believe it or not these routine and 
often boring tasks are important and do take up a considerable amount of your time. If the soft-
ware is slow to respond, like Lightroom is, it can be a frustrating part of photography.

LIGHTROOM

Having said that, the one software that is seen as a complete solution, believe it or not, is actually 
Adobe Lightroom. The software has originally designed to be a sort of cataloging tool but now has been transformed into a full-fledged post-processing tool. Lightroom is everything that you 
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come to expect from an application like this, a synergy between image management and image 
editing. It loads fairly quickly, is a breeze to get started with, and offers a complete RAW image to 
ready-for-upload-solution. Lightroom now has much further applications.

We are, however, concerned only with the image management part. But before we start please bear in mind: Lightroom is not a file manager. It cannot access photos unless you provide the 
source locations. All images that you import to Lightroom are not physically manipulated either. The information is stored in a separate *.xmp file. Lightroom has its own catalog system and 
stores the destination details of each image using that system. When you open Lightroom for the first time it will basically tell you to start importing photos. 
Here is the thing that you need to understand:—having a sound folder structure before you start 
importing your images to Lightroom is going to help you in case you lose your entire Lightroom 
catalog for some reason.

So your images may be located across several folders and drives (both internal and external), 
but you can still work from a single window seamlessly. Having said that the new Lightroom CC 
version can create new folders and sub-folders in your physical hard drive directory structure.

LIGHTROOM COLLECTIONS

Lightroom has a section called “Collections”. These are very similar to the folder structure that 
you have on your computer except these are not physical folders inside Lightroom, just a map-ping of where the physical files are.
Collections can be mutually inclusive. Let’s say, you have about a 1000 new images to catalog 
from your recent trip to India. You create new collection and name it India 2015. You import 
your images to that collection. When you were in India you naturally travelled to more than one 
destination. So you have images from all over the country. You want those images to be grouped to several different collections so that you can find them easily. Simply create a new collection 
under India 2015 and name it Agra. Add all the images you shot in Agra to that collection. You 

http://www.shutterstock.com/trends
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can keep repeating this until you have sorted out all the images in their respective collections. In 

this arrangement, however, the original India 2015 will still show up all the 1000 images. You can 

turn that off to be mutually exclusive.

The photography world is divided on the topic of whether or not you should create multiple col-

lections. Some photographers who like to use the Lightroom catalog structure very much like the 

folder structure on their computer prefer this route. There are others who prefer a much simpler 

approach (fewer catalogs as possible).

What you should however do is to make collections folders named after your stock photography 

submission status and site. E.g. you can make three collection folders like this:

• Submitted to Shutterstock.com

• Submitted to iStock.com

• Submitted to Fotolia.com

After you images get either approved or rejected you can move them into the respective collec-

tion folder and you will always be on top of things and know how many photos you have on sales 

where and which images got rejected:

• Approved by Shutterstock.com

• Approved by iStock.com

• Approved by Fotolia.com

TRENDS 2016 - LIFESTYLE
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Or: 

• Rejected by Shutterstock.com

• Rejected by iStock.com

• Rejected by Fotolia.com

Before you do this, you should however make 2 collection folders for the images you select as 
the best after a shot but still need editing and key wording.  Just name those “Needs editing” or 
“Needs Key wording”.

Sorting, cataloging and key wording images in Lightroom like this can get very boring and trying.  But this is something you will have to go through if you want to make you first $1,000 with stock 
photography!

Next up, we look at the top three stock photography sites where you should submit your pho-
tographs. These three sites are the ones, which will earn you the most money (amongst all the 
stock photography sites out there on the Internet) and they will pay for the hard work you have 
put in so far in the years to come. 
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WHERE TO SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOS: 
THE 3 BEST STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SITES 
AND HOW TO GET STARTED THERE

Much of your success as a stock photographer depends on selecting the right partners to work 
with. That all important decision can make or break your career. The micro-stock world is dis-
tinctly divided on the topic of whether or not one should go for an exclusive contract with one 
of the agencies. There is no easy way to answer that. If you are to believe some of the top stock 
photographers of the world, even micro-stock heavyweights like Shutterstock and Fotolia do not 
score very heavily. Having said that there are a large number of contributors on these sites, and 
they are making money too.

Then again there is a third section of photographers who prefer to work the traditional route. 
These people don’t give micro-stock too much of an importance. They prefer to work with tradi-
tional stock agencies and prefer to go the quality route rather than quantity.

Before deciding to apply to a micro-stock website you need to look at a number of selection pa-
rameters. This would be commission rate, ease of access, ease of uploading, ease of searching 
and buying imagery, and future prospects of the platform.

SEARCH AND GENERAL LOADING SPEEDThe Internet is all about speed and efficiency in results. Keywords are becoming more and more specific as people look for images that cater to their specific and often unique requirements. Let’s 
say you are a client and you are looking for images that can be used to promote travel to Asia. You 
are looking around at a couple of websites and one of them is loading noticeably slower than the 
other. Which one do you think you would be staying on with, considering both have comparable 
images? It’s a no brainer! 

Reasons for slow speed of loading of a website can be many. It could be attributed to the coding of 
the website, how its programmed, it could be due to the server where it’s hosted, the connection 
speed; there are a thousand different reasons. But if the client is accessing one site faster than the 
other you bet she is going to make a purchase on the faster one.

COMMISSION RATE

Micro-stock websites can be notorious when it comes to sharing the spoils. While commission 
rates of 30 percent are not entirely unheard of (Adobe Stock started off with a 33 percent com-
mission rate) this is something that is unacceptable in the long run. Forty percent is more of like 
the sort of commission rate that you should settle for. Most micro-stock agencies offer a tiered 
commission rate, which means once you have X quantity of images sold and or hit X percentage 
of approval rate (for images submitted) you enjoy a higher commission rate. Some micro-stock 
websites also offer you the chance to go exclusive at that time. However, as a beginner you simply 
don’t have a choice but to attempt at the top cream of the crop. Presently these would be: Shut-
terstock, iStockphoto, and Fotolia.

6
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SHUTTERSTOCK

Shutterstock is one of the largest micro-stock platforms out there, the king of that jungle being 
Getty Images. Though Getty has a much larger presence beyond micro-stock. Shutterstock till 
recently was one of the most popular destinations for contributors the world over. 

With top contributors moving their images out of the platform they have seen a drop in both 
sales and popularity. However, it is undeniably still one of the largest in the business and de-
serves a mention.

To get into Shutterstock you will need to register with them and then upload no more or less than 
10 of your best images. The initial review of these 10 images can take anywhere between 7-10 
business days. If even one of your images is accepted you can go ahead and submit more images. 
If none are accepted then there will be a waiting period before you can attempt to upload your 
next 10 images and repeat the review process.

ISTOCKPHOTO

iStockphoto is one of the biggest and most popular micro-stock channels where you can upload 
your images for sale. iStockphoto was purchased by Getty Images leading much of Getty’s soft-
ware innovations to be integrated with iStock. Much like any other micro-stock website it too has 
its own approval process before you can submit images. To apply to iStockphoto you will need 
to pass a test. It’s basically a test of your understanding of the legal and quality aspects that goes 
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into making stock photos. It’s not difficult to pass if you have done your homework. Once you 
pass the test you will be asked to upload your government issued photo ID and three images for 
review. These images will be reviewed by iStockphoto inspectors before deciding to approve you 
on their contributor list.

FOTOLIA

Post the merger with Adobe, Fotolia has remained an independent entity though it has bene-fitted greatly from the formers deep pockets. In terms of advertising Fotolia is well advertised, 
often too well advertised, and that is always a good thing for contributors. However, it does not always translate into higher profitability. 
I wrote about access speed and ease of access in the selection parameters. Add to that simplicity 
and Fotolia checks out on all of those parameters. Even the commission rate is good. You start off 
with a commission rate of 20 percent for non-exclusive images and hope to get up to 46 percent. 
For exclusive sales you get 35 percent to start off going all the way to 63 percent.

ADOBE STOCK

When Adobe acquired Fotolia it merged together an already established micro-stock platform 
with the world’s leading photo editing application suite. Everyone, even those remotely associated 
with the micro-stock industry, rightly believed that Adobe was going to merge its photo and video 
editing applications and make it not only possible for advertising professionals to download from 
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a vast repository of images and stock footages but also the reverse; i.e., photographers to upload their finished products. It was a win-win situation for Adobe and the parties who would use the 
platform. It made perfect sense and held the promise for curtailing the workload involved in finding and using stock images on one side and selling them on the other.
However, what made top stock photographers avoid Adobe Stock was their poor commission 
rate of 33 percent. To start out it might make sense to photographers who believe it is all about 
numbers:—the higher the number of images accepted into the system the better the chances of 
making higher sales. 

Adobe’s pick to buy wasn’t the best to start off. In real world sense and speaking eloquently, Fo-
tolia’s repository of images are not the best in the world. All these means the platform will not be 
making buyers sit up and take notice any time soon.

The biggest bane of the platform, however, is also one of its major USPs. With the ability to sub-mit images in a single click there is no telling what kind of junk would flow through and the 
workload that it would mean for the editors. This means overall Adobe Stock will not be the pri-
mary resource for buyers of high quality stock images.  

What does this mean to you? In the world of micro-stock both buyers and photographers are 
important. You can’t have one without the other. Starting off as a photographer, however, you 
need to worry only about shooting quality images. Don’t think about the platform. Exclusivity 
may not work for you as you need to maximize your chances of getting more sales. Exclusivity 
may happen at a later date when you have a decent performing portfolio and the editors ask you 
for your exclusive attention.
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LEGAL ASPECTS: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
BEFORE YOU START SHOOTING STOCK 
PHOTOGRAPHY (MODEL AND PROPERTY 
RELEASES) 

MODEL RELEASEAs a photographer shooting stock you will come to hear about releases and more specifically 
model and property releases. What are these and how do they impact you and your work?

A model release is a legal agreement between you, the photographer, and the model. Now, the 

model of your photograph may or may not be a willing individual; someone who you met before and s/he agreed to be photographed in a manner befitting your requirements. S/he could be a 
passerby who happened to be in your image either accidentally or intentionally.

The requirement of the model release comes into the equation when you are ready to upload 

the image to a stock photo site. They are important because they establish that the person being 

photographed has agreed to be photographed and his/her likeness to be used in some form of 

commercial use. This also comes from privacy laws which more or less are standard across most 

countries. You cannot use the image or likeness of a person to advertise something without the specific 
permission of that person. Different countries have different notations about personal privacy. 

But by and large the privacy bit is pretty uniform. The model release proves that there is an 

agreement in place between the two parties to be being photographed and the images used for 

commercial purposes.

There are two types of imagery that are licensed on most stock websites:—commercial and ed-itorial. Commercial licenses allow an image to be modified and used in any way deemed nec-essary except for anything that has been specifically mentioned otherwise. An image released for editorial use denotes it is specifically prohibited for any commercial uses, for advertising or 
branding or for representing any topics that may be both controversial and against the policies 

of the micro-stock website it has been licensed from.

A standard model release is a legally enforceable document that passes all rights to the images 

from the model to the photographer and also passes on the right to modify any images that s/

he appears in during the shoot. The document has to be signed by both parties and then by a 

witness. This legal document thus assumes critical importance for commercial licensing of an 

image.
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PROPERTY RELEASE

Property release, just like a model release, absolves the rights of the owner of the property. Images 

of certain properties, monuments, and architecture cannot be licensed without the prior written 

permission of the society or organization that is in charge of it. Thus, each micro-stock website 

tends to have lists that contain names of all architectures that they cannot accept imagery of. E.g., 

the images of the Eiffel Tower shot at evening and depicting its lighting design are unaccepted by 

Shutterstock. You need to check with each individual micro-stock website before submitting any 

imagery you are unsure off.

EDITORIAL IMAGERY

Editorial imagery refers to those images which are shot at a public event, conclave of minds, war 

and assembly, any place public or otherwise where the natural course of events make images 

shot at such an event of general public interest. For example, if images are shot by a war pho-tographer of a conflict going on in some place these would qualify as editorial images. Similarly 
images shot of a natural disaster, a public show of dissent, an anti-government rally, a sporting 

event would also qualify as editorial images.

Editorial imagery enjoys some leniency when it comes to legal release. This is normally because 

photographers have no control over the course of such events and there is very little time to ad-

just to a situation which is volatile. A photographer is not expected to frame an image perfectly 

or have all elements in the frame tack sharp with the exposure perfect in such situations.  

These images can be licensed only as editorial content and are not intended for commercial us-

age. Having said that, every stock website will have their own guidelines as to the type of images 

which will be accepted as editorial content. E.g., images shot at an event which is invitation-only 

can only be accepted as editorial content when you have the credentials to show. 

TOP SELLER IMAGE - HAPPY JUMPING GIRL
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Before uploading your images, you should check with the individual criteria set by each mi-
cro-stock website. Not all images can be used for every type of editorial piece. E.g., if you take a 
photo of a smiling woman in the street and then use that image in an editorial article on HIV-pos-
itive people that it could land you into trouble. Though there is nothing on the image to indicate 
that the person is HIV-positive, the very context in which the image was used is objectionable 
and can cause severe trauma to the person concerned. 

RIGHTS-FREE IMAGES (ROYALTY-FREE)
Rights-free images denote images that are free to be downloaded from a micro-stock website and used in any form deemed fit by the buyer. These images however have a non-exclusivity 
clause and usually does not have a time limit for use.

RIGHTS-MANAGED IMAGES
Rights-managed incorporates an exclusivity clause. These images are licensed based on a num-
ber of parameters, including but not limited to type of use, geographical area, number of print copies for the run and timeframe. These images are, however, not fit for unlimited usage.
Rights-free images typically attract small businesses especially those which cater to a local audi-
ence. These businesses don’t need expensive imagery which the rights-managed option can be. 
More well-known brands with a global reach and higher budget go for exclusive imagery. They 
typically opt for images which are rights-managed and have a high degree of exclusivity. 

With rights-managed you have a far greater control over how your images are going to be used. You can select to limit the usage to specific genres, geographical territory, timeframe, and or 
number of print runs or online impressions and get a higher licensing share based on usage rath-
er than letting buyers use your images non-exclusively for eternity against a small licensing fee.

You can download and print a model release format here: http://www.istockphoto.com/docs/
languages/english/modelrelease.pdf.

There are also apps for your mobile devices, which can manage the process of drafting and sign-
ing model releases easier. For example have a look at “Easy Release”: http://applicationgap.com/
apps/easyrelease/.

http://www.istockphoto.com/docs/languages/english/modelrelease.pdf
http://www.istockphoto.com/docs/languages/english/modelrelease.pdf
http://applicationgap.com/apps/easyrelease/
http://applicationgap.com/apps/easyrelease/
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NEW TRENDS: IPHONE STOCK 
PHOTOGRAPHY (STOCKIMO APP) AND 
SHOOTING FOOTAGE (4K VIDEOS)

For all conceivable reasons the availability and increase in popularity of the smartphone camera has dented the monopoly that was once held by proper cameras (both film and digital). It is a 
question of new technology making the older one redundant. 

There is a dominant market for proper DSLR cameras which still isn’t going to be redundant 

anytime soon. But for snap-happy shutterbugs the smartphone is the dominant tool to freeze 

everyday moments and to instantaneously share them over social media.

The question that naturally follows is:—Can there be a market for images shot with a smart-phone? The answer is yes. It has however to be seen how dominant or how profitable that mar-

ket can be.

WHAT TRIGGERED SMARTPHONE STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY?It is difficult to put a finger on to one single event that triggered the rumors. But two events 
turned up the volume of these rumors. Back in the October of 2013 Fotolia, a Shutterstock com-

petitor, launched Fotolia Instant. 

First looks can be misleading and the app did appear like any other smartphone photo app ex-

cept this one allows you to control aperture and shutter speed manually and in doing so let you 

choose exposure settings independent of what the camera might decide. The app connects to a 

new Instant Collection on Fotolia, a destination that allowed buyers to license images shot with 

smartphones. In other words smartphone users now have a way to make money by licensing 

their imagery.

The other event was Yuri Arcurs, arguably the most successful stock photographer on microstock 

platform investing in Scoopshot. Before that Arcurs lead a coup of sorts when he took his entire 

image collection from micro-stock websites and along with that the images of 20 other top mi-

cro-stock photographers to his homegrown project peopleimages.com. He later signed an exclu-

sivity agreement with Getty Images and iStockphoto which enabled these images to be licensed 

through the two portals. The ripples turned to a deluge and the impact of it on micro-stock web-

site downloads was immediate. Depending on the site download volumes went down by 4-15 

percent. Stock prices for Shutterstock took an immediate dent of 12 percent on the market.

Switch to 2016 and we now have a few more such outlets that entices “smartphoneographers”, 

encouraging them to shoot and share and in the process give themselves an opportunity to make 

some extra cash. This includes Stockimo, Foap, EyeEM, Dreamstime, Scoopshot and of course the 

smartphone avenue launched by Shutterstock.

8
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HOW DO THE NEW AVENUES WORK? 

They work much like any other stock photo avenue. Once submitted, these images still have to 
comply with the general rules of submission that each micro-stock website has laid out for them-
selves. Just like the traditional micro-stock websites one has to comply with legal implications of photographing an individual or an identifiable property. Model releases and property releases 
are still a requirement. These apps, however, make it easy to comply with these stipulations. Now 
models and property owners can sign off in the app itself.

Are buyers buying such photos? Damn right they are! One of the major reasons brands are dig-
ging this new avenue is that these photos are real. They represent real people and real emotions, 
uploaded in real-time with little to no editing. People connect with these images more than they 
do those platsicky overly done images that are churned out of Photoshop and other photo editing 
software. Businesses love these images because their consumers love them.There are instances of major brands asking for specific types of images and then paying hand-
somely for such images when users submit them. It is perfectly possible to make more than a 
few thousand dollars just by uploading a few of your images shot on your iPhone or any other 
smartphone to these micro-stock websites.

BEST MOBILE STOCK WEBSITES TO WORK WITH

STOCKIMO

Stockimo is Alamy’s mobile stock image selling unit. Alamy is one of the largest stock websites 
in the world. Selling on Stockimo requires you to have an iPhone. If you at least have an iPhone 
4 you are covered. Unfortunately at the time of writing this eBook Android or other platform 
phones are not compatible with the Stockimo app.

To start using the app and to upload images you need to register. From there on when you shoot an image you can upload them via the app. You can use popular filters such as Instagram and 
Hipstamatic before uploading.

TOP SELLER IMAGE - HEART IN COFFEE
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TOP SELLER IMAGE - HEART IN COFFEE

Once uploaded your images will be reviewed by the first round of inspectors who are profession-
als from the industry and will include both buyers and sellers. All images are rated on a scale of 
1 to 4. Your images need to have a minimum rating of 2 to be accepted.

Any images that have been tagged as current news through Stockimonews will be considered as 
editorial and will be review by a special Live News team. These images will be made available to news publications all over the world for the first 48 hours after which they will be transferred 
back to the stock section.

Stockimo shares a commission rate of 20 percent for all sales made. Photographers uploading 
there images to Stockimo can hope to make anything between $5 to $500 and even more for their 
photos. This obviously depends on the size of the image and use for which the image is being 
downloaded.

There is no way to mark your images as rights-managed. If they are available for commercial 
shoot they will be marked as rights-free, and if they are intended for editorial use they will 
marked as rights managed.

FOAP

Foap.com has a downloadable app on all the major mobile platforms. Download it and install it 
on your smartphone and you are ready to do. All you need to do is click an image and upload it 
to Foap.com. If a buyer licenses your photo you get, wait for it, 50 percent of the proceeds. That’s 
a whopping number when you consider what other micro-stock providers give you. Users have 
even made $500 from a single image! Now that’s a rarity. Don’t expect that you can upload almost 
everything and make hundreds of dollars ever month. There is still a bit of quality check that is 
done and there are still legal issues like model releases and property release that needs to be 
complied with for selling people and property images.

SCOOPSHOT

Recently Scoopshot, a Finland based mobile stock company, reported that one of their contrib-
utors made almost $20,000 selling images shot with his smartphone. The user Arto Mäkelä re-
sponded to a request by Fonecta, a directory service company from Finland which requested for 
photos of business around Finland. Arto rode his bike to several cities around Finland and sold 
his images at $2 each. He eventually ended up making well over $19,000. Scoopshot is slightly 
different to what a normal smartphone stock website is. It is a crowdsourced photo submission 
app where photographers would respond to tasks requested by buyers from all over the globe.  
A majority of Scoopshot clients are media houses but as CEO Petri Rahja states major brands are 
also picking up images from the platform. 

EYEEM

All the players in the mobile stock world are relative newcomers. Some of them are backed by 
large and established stock companies with multi-million dollar revenues. Others like EyeEM started off more in a sense of reaction to a stray event and then went on to find commercial ap-
plications of their platform. 

EyeEM started off as a project when one of its founders, Florian Meissner, lost his camera on a 
trip to New York and was forced to shoot using his smartphone. The incident gave him the idea to 
start a mobile image platform. The company got into a tie-up with Getty Images in 2014 to start 
selling stock.

EyeEM pays a hefty commission of 50 percent for all sales made. Photographers have an option 
to allow their images to be listed simultaneously on EyeEM and Getty Images. 
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GOING FORWARD – PROSPECT OF SMARTPHONE MICRO-STOCK
So, do these new avenues for selling stock pose a serious threat to traditional DSLR-shot stock 

imagery? The opinion is heavily polarized. While smartphone users won’t mind being able to 

dabble at this windfall opportunity to a prospect of easy money, doing what they do without put-

ting in any extra effort, professional photographers cringe at the thought of having to compete 

with this deluge of unprofessional imagery.

Most of them are against the whole concept of smartphone stock. Some even go the distance of 

calling it nano-stock; a eulogy to micro-stock. With mobile stock though image inspectors to ad-

here to the basic attributes of a good enough image while inspecting submissions, to be fair these 

are shot on a smartphone; what can you expect? 

Professional stock photographers have every right to feel threatened that buyers will make a 

misinformed decision.

Some professional photographers feel a genuine threat that buyers might opt for cheaper alter-

natives. Why should somebody pay more for a professional shot when s/he can download a pic-

ture shot by a smartphone? Never mind poor composition, uncorrected white balance, and poor 

cropping; sometimes those take a back seat. 

Professional shooters, those who use proper DSLR cameras, often argue images shot with smart-

phones and iPhones are yet to match the quality produced by proper cameras. Often these shoot-

ers fail to apply the same degree of keenness as DSLR shooters exhibit in getting the composition 

and framing right, adjusting for the right white balance, editing for exposure, sharpness, crop-ping if required before uploading these images for licensing. Further, these cameras have a fixed focal length somewhere around 28mm and a fixed aperture. This limits the creative applications 
of the camera.

TOP SELLER IMAGE - FAMILY HOME
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Websites promoting iphoneography however are extremely upbeat. Some like Florian Meissner, 
the CEO of EyeEM, is extremely positive that within the next couple of years the lion’s share of 
commercial imagery will all come from catalogs images shot by iPhone and smartphone users.

What is the real-world experience like for photographer using these avenues to sell their im-
agery? The experience is mixed thus far. People like Yuri Arcurs have pointed out that smart-
phone photography has had the most disruptive effect on the industry since the emergence of 
micro-stock putting traditional methods of selling imagery at jeopardy.

Some have claimed that sales are extremely slow. A majority of their imagery has gone unnoticed 
while a few others have brought them a decent amount of money. But one shouldn’t forget, this is just a start. Twenty years ago nobody thought digital cameras would replace film. Who knows 
what’s in store for the photography community in the next 10 years? We already have cool gad-
gets like the DxO One and pluggable lenses like the Olloclip 4-1 and Moment. Plug-ins as well as Bluetooth controlled external flash units, tripods, and remote shutter triggers are just the begin-ning in what definitely is a new trend in smartphone photography.
Having said that, smartphone stock photography is only going to grow. It is no doubt the fastest 
growing when it comes to buyer response and the relevance of the imagery. Let’s cite an example. 
When Yuri Arcurs requested for submissions on Scoopshot (a mobile stock website) in 2012 he 
received no less than 3300 images in less than 10 hours. The turnaround time was enough to 
blow someone whose mind is attuned to the (slow) timeframe it often takes for submissions to 
come back on traditional avenues. 

That was enough for Arcurs to come back a year later and join forces with the company. When 
someone with his level of astute understanding of the market and success selling stock images joins a mobile stock platform it generally is a sign that all’s well for the fledgling platform.

STOCK FOOTAGES

WHAT IS VIDEO STOCK OR STOCK VIDEO FOOTAGES?

The concept of stock video is quite similar to what we have been discussing about stock imag-
es. Stock videos refer to videos shot by independent (often professional) videographers. These stock footages are licensed to marketing, film or documentary production companies or anybody 
else who might need a stock video footage. These are often used in television commercials, travel and tourism adverts, even films and documentaries. Stock footages help video production hous-
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es with footages of scenes, or places or events that they cannot produce in house at the same or 
reduced cost.Let’s say that a commercial advertisement being produced by a company in Australia needs five 
second footages of how people in different cultures say hello. They could produce something like that in Australia but they would not look authentic. If they could find 2-3 authentic stock footages 
they can produce the video at a much lower cost.

GETTING REGISTERED AS A STOCK FOOTAGE CONTRIBUTOR

Stock footage is a growing market. There is still a lot of room for new contributors. However, 
stock footage companies tend to accept only the best videographers they feel can produce quali-
ty content for their buyers. You need at least one good footage to show as your portfolio if asked 
to submit.

Stock footage is an equipment-heavy endeavor! You need good cameras, fast lenses, tripods 
with panning abilities, dollies, software, and a lot of computing power to off-load the videos and 
post-process them before uploading them. 

WHAT IS THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF STOCK FOOTAGE REQUIRED?The length of the stock footage will depend on the specific stock footage website you are trying to upload it to. Some, like iStockphoto accept anything from five seconds up to 30 seconds. Others 
like Video Blocks do accept smaller 10-15 second videos.

WHAT IS THE QUALITY OF STOCK FOOTAGE THAT IS ACCEPTED?

The minimum requirement is full HD or 1920 x 1080p. You need at least a HDSLR something that shoots both 30 fps and in full HD to be able to make the cut. Old SD videos will be very difficult to 
sale if not impossible. Having said that, there is a market for archival stock footages. Thus, foot-ages that are vintage can still find a market. 
WHAT KIND OF FOOTAGES CAN BE SOLD?

Most types of footages can be sold as long as they comply with the submission policies of the 
respective stock website and as long as the site does not have very similar material. Unique foot-
ages or innovative ideas executed well have a good production value and can be used readily are 
the ones that sale the best.

…So this is it! We hope this eBooks will help you to make your first $1k with stock photography
The PhotoWorkout.com team whishes you good luck, good light and happy shooting!

http://PhotoWorkout.com
http://PhotoWorkout.com
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WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM 
YOU AND RECEIVE YOUR 

VALUABLE FEEDBACK. THIS WILL 
HELP US TO IMPROVE THE FUTURE 

VERSIONS OF THIS EBOOK. 

YOU CAN REACH THE AUTHOR 
AND EDITOR OF THIS EBOOK BY: 

EMAIL AT: 
INFO@PHOTOWORKOUT.COM 

ON TWITTER 
WWW.TWITTER.COM/PHOTOWORKOUT 

OR ON FACEBOOK 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/PHOTOWORKOUT

mailto:info@photoworkout.com
https://twitter.com/Photoworkout
http://facebook.com/photoworkout
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